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About This Game

After what must have been a wild party, Security Personnel H wakes up in the Holding Bay, the deepest areas of the secret
underground base X-42, where he and his family lives and works.

He receives a rude awakening from an unfamiliar and facetious administrator called LARANK, the self-professed VOICE of
TRUTH that does the base announcements and who has the desperate need of a CAWFEE. Informing H in a rather round-a-
bout fashion, LARANK tells him that the dangerous creatures the facility was housing have escaped and are wreaking havoc!
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Concerned for his family, his work, and because he can’t find anyone else around, H has to rely on Larank as he moves through
the now-hostile base, searching for survivors and hanging onto the hope that his family have somehow been spared.

Features:

•Destroy enemies and props to add to your SCORE!
•As your SCORE increases, you LEVEL up and can enhance abilities such as BEAM strength, weapon cooldown, range, health,

use of missiles, grenades and more!
•Dialogue! Story! Cutscenes! Drama! More than 10 bosses! …And A Thousand Elephants!*

•Secret areas to find, cameras to smash (after being told not to), unlockable bios and memories!
•Featuring over 61 of the best beepboop songs by EPIC BLARGMAN!

•More than two whole hours of gameplay! (If you’re taking your time and not skipping everything)
•Skippable cutscenes!

•There’s ACHIEVEMENTS and everything!
•Well, a few elephants at least.
•Over 90 ACHIEVEMENTS!

•Created almost entirely by one person.
•There’s 91 ACHIEVEMENTS!

•*Okay there’re no elephants, it just looks good in the features list.
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Title: EnHanced
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Erik 'The' Bell
Publisher:
Erik 'The' Bell
Release Date: 8 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8+

Processor: 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB

Storage: 170 MB available space

English
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Such a fun game, tons of secrets and replay value...Everything about this game is charming and thought out and an impressive
first release from this dev who I'll be keeping an eye out for their future releases. So much love and effort went into this game
and you can tell, a true gem. The only problem I had was in the underwater area the game slowed down immensely and when I
reached the second or third underwater checkpoint the spinning Loading\/Saving "H" remained in the upper right-hand corner
of the screen and the game appeared to slow down even further at that point. However I'm guessing that this isn't a common
problem since I haven't seen mention of it yet. But even with this temporary annoyance I still highly recommend the game.
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